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Abstract

The study aims to identify and establish ways in which abandoned structures and
buildings can be repurposed to generate the spatial places and infrastructures to meet
existing and anticipated threats to free democratic life, such as terrorism, pandemics, and
climate change. In terms of studying the specific typologies of repurposing projects, the
abandonments once had their incentives for their existence, and justifications for their
escape from eventual demise. Two ways of improving the old structure in response to
new threats include preemptively generating as many plans as possible before the threats
become real, and the second is to get a more adaptable spatial structure. The parking
garage was propagated around the world in response to industrial and technological
revolutions, but is going to be abandoned due to severe environmental problems such as
the climate crisis. The repurposing of this typology ensures the environmental, cultural,
and economic benefits of the country, such as reduction of energy consumption and
carbon emission. After a series of assumptions about non-linear temporality, the
consequence is the extrapolation of a space-the type that is event-oriented, risk-resistant,
and resilient. Although the design process was based on the study of current housing
typologies, in order to distinguish the newly introduced resilient space from existing
architectural typologies such as social housing or affordable housing, I tentatively name
this space “Au Milieu”, a french word describing the bothe of the situations: “in between”
and “becoming”, which is a good illustration of the characteristic that resilient space
should obtain. As an experimental field, I propose Tokyo, a critical city with a
complicated and risky environment to launch the “Au Milieu”, thus becoming the pioneer
of advocating the inhabitants’ right to the city.
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I. Introduction
The Evaluation on Risk of Japan, and Resilience of Japan - Past and Now

Unlike the other defeated countries in World War II, Japan demonstrated its resilience in
a variety of areas. Its manufacturing and industrial systems were preserved intact, and its policy
of a "trade-oriented nation" allowed it to break two constraints on its economic development,
allowing it to experience a period of rapid economic growth and become the second largest
economy in the world in 1968.1Among the many industries, the emphasis on the development of
the vehicle industry was one of the major reasons for Japan's powerful resilience. On August 21,
six days after the armistice, A meeting chaired by Kiichiro Toyota, with the participation of the
Japanese Ministry of Commerce and Industry and the Japanese government representatives, as
well as Toyota, Nissan, and other leading Japanese automotive companies at the time, to discuss
the rebuilding of Japanese industry. The economic benefits of the high-level attention to the
automobile industry were reflected in the number. In 1955, Japan exported only 2 cars, but by
1980, Japan's production exceeded 10 million cars, ahead of the United States, and the export
rate of Japan-made cars reached a record high of 54%. In 2000, the Tokyo Metropolitan
Government issued the "Tokyo Action Plan for Traffic Demand Management", which focused on
Tokyo parking management. One of the provisions is that in Japan, proof of “parking space" is
required when purchasing a car, which is equivalent to the requirement of one parking lot per car.
Under such circumstances, various types of parking lots are built in response to demand. In areas
where development is relatively late, new buildings are built to satisfy the demand with a
sufficient number of parking spaces. But in areas with earlier development, because of the
backwardness of early planning, there is a serious shortage of parking spaces and parking
Koichi Hamada, “Japan 1968: A Reflection Point During the Era of the Economic Miracle”
(Center Discussion Paper, 1996).
1
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conflicts are intensified. Therefore, a new architectural typology that buildings are built with
parking as the core was created in these areas to meet the increasing demands. Further, to
improve the efficiency of parking, it evolved into an automatic Mechanical multi-storey car park
that can be retrieved and accessed at any time through a phone app. These parking buildings
often also have features such as central temperature control, ventilation systems, and the ability
to access vehicles in few minutes. Meanwhile, in 2018, 7.5 years after the Fukushima earthquake
in Japan, there are still 60,000 refugees in the process of being resettled, while 5,623 people are
still living in temporary housing and 20% of residents in seven cities with high levels of
radioactivity have still not been evacuated. According to the regulations, the parking space for
each car is 1.9m wide and 5 to 5.3m long, which means that it occupies 10 square meters of
space. However, in Tokyo, the living space per citizen is only 20 square meters. The vehicle
industry, which once recovered Japan from the risk of economic collapse after World War II, has
today become the culprit of risks such as occupying urban land, taking up scarce resources,
kidnapping architectural designs, squeezing the living space of humans and other species, and
causing climate change. Therefore, based on a public consensus to reduce car dependency to
ensure sustainability, and an urgent industry shift in the automobile industry, I think the popular
multi-storey car park will be abandoned in near future. Not only is such a phenomenon likely to
occur, but it should also occur for people to advocate their rights as true inhabitants of the city.
So the next question is what we do with these abandoned parking garages. Deconstructing and
reconstructing is not an option, as construction material waste is another major contributor to
climate change.
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Research Question
● Research on reasons that drive the giving back life to these repurposed buildings instead
of annihilation, and not to repeat the same mistakes of history while repurposing them to
cope with the immediate risks.
● Identify the most adaptive and sustainable repurposing strategies for the parking garages,
pre-and post- to its abandonment, and strategies will be then tested for its suitability for
the repurposing on other types of buildings.
● As architects and urban designers, what’s the protocol to design a timeless resilient space,
for both pre-and post-period to the risks to the inhabitants of the cities?
Methodology
● The overarching strategy is to draw a comprehensive understanding of repurposing and
establish it as a sustainable and futuristic construction method, replacing the traditional
deconstruction and reconstruction.
● To match the objective of designing resilient spaces by repurposing, the project is going
to value the pragmatic strategies and critical factors from the repurposing case studies on
a global scale.
● Coming up with a protocol to repurposing buildings into resilient spaces, the next step is
to apply it to a larger scale thus drawing a utopian vision of resilient residency.
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II. Research
Research on Basic Facts of Repurposing

Risk society has to face a multi number of risks from climate changes to the economic
crisis. The risk society has to cater not only to the traditional ways of life but has to face the
negative impact of modernization as well. The process of repurposing old buildings has proved
beneficial for the risk society. The process of repurposing the ancient buildings leads to reduced
consumption of the resource and materials. By preserving the older buildings, less waste goes to
the landfills and less energy is consumed compared to the construction of the new buildings and
demolition of the older ones. With time, the focus of the world has been transferred towards
green buildings, but the main focus is on the construction of new buildings. The preservation and
repurposing of the older buildings have not always parted from the agenda of the green building.
Facing the impact of construction and demolition on landfills is a worldwide issue. In the
United States, debris caused by construction and demolition constitutes two-thirds of all
non-industrial solid waste generation. The construction and operation of the buildings lead to
43% emissions of carbon and use 40% of the total energy and thus leads to many environmental
impacts and the greenhouse gas emission connected with the building materials and products.
(Erica 1-9) If the abandoned buildings are comprehensively and rigorously studied and analyzed,
and make a reasonable and optimal repurposing plan, less debris will end up in the landfills, and
the environment will remain healthier. An embodied energy is found in the older buildings,
which get lost if the building is demolished. In a typical 50,000 square-foot commercial building,
80 billion BTU of energy are embodied with the usage of 640,000 gallons of gasoline. If the
building is demolished rather than repurposed, this energy will be wasted, and more energy will
be utilized for the construction or demolition. Repurposing leads to sustainable development
because it saves the energy of the nation and reduces carbon emissions, so it is clear from the
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facts that the process of repurposing buildings is suitable for the risk society, which is already
facing the negative impacts of modernization.
To understand the reasons for the repurposing buildings, the objective will be realized by
focusing on Anderson's logic: preemption, precautionary, and preparedness. Any development or
change to the existing developments is made to meet peoples' needs. Designers and developers
normally focus their agenda around people because meeting people's needs can guarantee the
long-term survival of any project. Projects are also developed based on the neighborhoods or
culture of the surrounding communities; hence, most buildings have the cultural identity of a
particular community. Repurposing and reuse of abandoned buildings and other constructions
such as garages may involve some modifications and renovations; however, repurposing must
retain the original identity because the identity is attached to the community. The presence of
culture is what distinguishes or makes places unique hence; the cultural identity of the building
must be preserved during repurposing. However, there is a need to understand the importance of
cultural identity because some countries are repurposing for economic benefits, for example, the
conversion of historic buildings into a museum to attract tourists.

Repurposing as a Shifting Paradigm

Housing is a major concern in most cities across the world. The cost of housing is
increasing due to the high demand for houses in cities as most people are migrating to cities.
Repurposing of abandoned buildings and other facilities can help to address the problem of
housing in the cities. Abandoned buildings and large garages can be renovated and used as
residential houses hence, help in solving housing problems in the future. In addition, abandoned
houses can be repurposed and reused as hospitals to provide healthcare to left fortunate
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communities. Inequality in access to quality care exists in many countries across the world
despite efforts from governments to promote universal healthcare. Repurposing can help to
promote health among the risky communities. The charity groups and Non-Governmental
Organizations that are willing to provide healthcare services may use the abandoned buildings
because constructing new buildings is expensive. Short-term benefits of repurposing are evident
because such buildings can be converted into hospitals, schools, or commercial buildings.
However, long-term benefits may not be guaranteed because people's needs change with
time. Although Anderson suggested that the future must be present to ensure that current actions
are beneficial in the future, the future remains uncertain, making it hard to predict what will
happen. There is also a need to understand the history and initial aim of repurposing and whether
that tenacity still determines the repurposing of abandoned buildings today and in the future.
Some buildings have also been abandoned following cases of war and terrorism. Repurposing
such structures is a challenge, especially when stability has not been realized. It is crucial to
investigate how such facilities can be reused and how those destroyed during warlike Iraq, can be
rebuilt and their identity retained. Therefore, there is a need for researching the repurposing of
abandoned buildings for a risk society. This proposal needs support from all the stakeholders
because the issue of repurposing is critical in contemporary society.
To conclude, old buildings have been abandoned because they are underused or their
services are no longer needed. Although some buildings may be modified, the initial status or
identity is normally retained. There are various reasons why repurposing abandoned buildings
are recommended. Studies have found that repurposing is done to maintain the historical identity
of a place and that places are different from each other because of their historical identity.
Repurposing is also done because it mitigates the effect of climate change. Repurposing
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consumes fewer resources such as energy and water compared to the construction of new
buildings. Repurposing is also beneficial for economic purposes. The cost of renovating and
reusing an existing building is less than constructing or leasing a new building. Abandoned
buildings can be repurposed and used for different purposes. Garages can be converted to other
uses such as kindergarten gardens or commercial offices or residential buildings. Repurposing
can also be done to serve social challenges affecting the community, such as racial
discrimination, as in the case of Chicago. Further, abandoned buildings can be converted into
hospitals to provide healthcare to less privileged communities. Less fortunate communities lack
healthcare services due to a lack of physical space for charity organizations to provide such
services; hence, the conversion of abandoned buildings can be useful for that purpose.
Conversion of abandoned buildings into other use is crucial because it can help reduce cases of
insecurity in the cities. Abandoned houses typically attract criminals, and they can act as their
hideouts. Therefore, repurposing can make such buildings productive and useful for economic
and social development.

Repurposing for Tokyo Multi-Storey Parking Garages

Quoted from Anderson’s Preemption, precaution, preparedness, “Anticipatory action and
future geography, has provided a crucial background in which spaces and geography change over
time.” Future should not be considered blank but should be seen as present and acted upon
despite challenges of linking the past, present, and future. 2Anderson suggests the need to take
precautionary measures against threats. Precautions involve taking measures against risks such as

2

Ben Anderson, “Preemption, Precaution, Preparedness: Anticipatory Action and Future Geographies,”
Progress in Human Geography 34, no. 6 (2010): 777–98.
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the effect of climate change. Taking precaution involves taking present actions to protect the
future, which in this project, refers to the responsibility of architects in advancing sustainability
with respect to the built environment, and things that have been built that produce
unsustainability. The second logic, preemption, involves taking actions before the threat is
identified, for instance, actions about future events. And this is what this project mainly focuses
on taking the action on proposals for parking repurposing. And it is to selectively choose the five
most representative and universal ones under the regulation of Nihon Parking Corporation,
which has operated parking facilities throughout Japan since 1989. A model for repurposing
must be established before the crisis has occurred. The third logic explained by Anderson is
preparedness which involves preparing for actions after the event. According to Anderson,
actions that people take with the claim that they are protecting the future influence the current
geographies (778). Preemption of the future has led to actions that have become causes and
justifications of what is happening now. Preemption, precaution, preparedness are applied once
the future has been problematized as a disruptive surprise (779). Repurposing is done to address
the current challenges and needs of people while also focusing on sustainability so that the same
purpose of repurposing can serve future generations. In other words, from the five
garage-repurposing projects, it is possible to deduce, to some extent, the various characteristics
of resilient spaces that the inhabitants of the city should enjoy in response to the crisis.
Repurposing buildings is crucial to society because it preserves places and creates a sense
of place. Repurposing buildings ensures that although the initial intention of the building has
changed, the history of the community is preserved. Preserving the historic buildings with the
cultural meaning of the community is what makes cities or places different from each other.
Although reuse and repurposing might be difficult, developers normally commit to preferring
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historic buildings to maintain the city’s character. The environmental benefits derived from
repurposing buildings promote the affordability of housing. Repurposing promotes affordability
of housing because housing is not defined by the provision of a safe and inexpensive shelter
alone but extends to social, economic, and environmental factors. 3 Similarly, the old buildings
should not be demolished; instead, they should be repurposed because they display crucial
historical landmarks such as civil landmarks. Old buildings are important because they represent
social stability and institutions that people trust most. The old buildings are irreplaceable and are
normally given a special endangered status to ensure that they are preserved. The old buildings
are critical because they represent classical design principles. Such principles are the root of
building and design for modern designers and they should be preserved because losing them
cannot be replaceable. However, there is a need for integrating old buildings with the new
construction so that the needs of all the stakeholders can be met. Repurposing is crucial because
it has less environmental impact compared to new constructions. 4 In a study to investigate the
life cycle environmental impact of building repurposing, it was found that repurposing can
reduce environmental impact such as energy and water consumption, eutrophication potential,
acidification, and global warming by between 20 and 41%. Among the six major environmental
factors that this study investigated, the major impact of repurposing was in the reduction in
Eutrophication Potential, accounting for about 37%, while the least impact was on human health
criteria. The study focused on individual factors hence, the need for a holistic approach to
looking at the relevant factors comprehensively. This explanation supports Anderson's 5idea of
preemption, precaution, preparedness. For instance, the environmental benefits through
3

Lawrence J. Vale et al., “What Affordable Housing Should Afford: Housing for Resilient Cities,” Cityscape
16, no. 2 (2014): 21–50.
4
Getachew Assefa and Chelsea Ambler, “To Demolish or Not to Demolish: Life Cycle Consideration of
Repurposing Buildings,” Sustainable Cities and Society 28 (2017): 146–53.
5
Anderson, “Preemption, Precaution, Preparedness: Anticipatory Action and Future Geographies.”
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repurposing are precautionary measures to mitigate the effects of climate change in the future.
Further, repurposing prepares people against the high cost of housing currently being
experienced and will continue in the future.

Research on Repurposing Antecedents

Around the globe, the antecedents of parking garages have been converted to residential
areas to address the accommodation of the booming working population in cities. The adaptive
reconstruction of these old structures has proved to be an excellent approach for many cities for
sustainable development of affordable housing. In the United States of America, affordable
housing has been at the forefront of many of the social development policies. The affordable
housing projects that result in facilities that afford opportunities to enhance the resilience of
cities have received significant attention towards the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century’s. A large portion of low-income households are struggling daily with a myriad of
problems, and many of them are unable to cope with the pressures of increasing urbanization or
the disinvestment linked with urban shrinkage. Therefore, repurposing the old parking garages
and industrial buildings can serve as an excellent opportunity to address the needs of such
communities.
Repurposing of abandoned industrial buildings and parking garages has also attracted
projects meant to advance indigent healthcare services through adaptive reuse. Healthcare
providers in marginalized areas face lots of challenges, especially financial constraints. Most of
the charity-minded healthcare providers require all sorts of efficiencies in service delivery,
including one that can significantly lower the operational costs: such as the physical spaces that
can be obtained through the repurposing of abandoned industrial buildings and parking garages.
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For a fact, the newly constructed buildings are relatively costly, whether owned or leased, thus
the funds that are meant to provide healthcare service to patients are channeled to rents. The
general impact is that with limited financial resources, there is the possibility of prohibition of
services to the indigent communities.6
Apart from affordable housing projects and healthcare centers, the abandoned building
structures can be developed into centers for promoting culture and social connectedness. Each
abandoned building possesses some uniqueness that is linked to various historical and cultural
events. For instance, China is known worldwide for its adherence to cultural beliefs. Museums
are widespread all over China where visual arts and other cultural aspects are being shown. Most
intriguing is that the majority of these museums have been created through reusing old industrial
and commercial buildings as art venues. Beijing, Shanghai, and Hong Kong are the major cities
where repurposing projects are evident in China. 7 Further, in the USA as documented by Stubbs
and Makas, there are several high-culture destinations as a result of adaptive reusing of old
industrial buildings and parking spaces, among them including Ghirardelli Square, San Francisco
– Faneuil Hall in Boston. 8
Apart from the many benefits that can be obtained from adaptive reuse of buildings
(ARB), several issues are encountered before the success of a repurposing project. The existing
floor layouts, number of walls, and the whole structural system layout pose a physical challenge
to constructors during repurposing. Many of the structures do not have a well-laid-down design

6

Sheila Conejos et al., “Governance of Heritage Buildings: Australian Regulatory Barriers to Adaptive
Reuse,” Building Research & Information 44, no. 5–6 (2016): 507–19.
7
Benjamin Clavan, “(Re-) Making Space for a New Culture of Art: Beijing, Shanghai, Hong Kong,” Space
and Culture 22, no. 2 (2019): 189–215.
7
8
Ming-Chun Lee and Manasi Bapat, “Second life of great American parking garages: Exploring the
potential of adaptive reuse of urban parking structures in the American cities,” in 24th ISUF International
Conference. Book of Papers (24th ISUF International Conference. Book of Papers, Editorial Universitat
Politècnica de València, 2018), 823–31, https://doi.org/10.4995/ISUF2017.2017.5908.
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map that can be used during rebuilding as compared to the current building which has versatile
design maps. From a social perspective, it is a challenge to assess the social intangible, and
non-economic values that relate to the day-to-day maintenance of the population attached to the
place. When considering the ARB in relation to financial and technical perceptions, there is a
common notion that adaptive reuse is expensive and risky in terms of security and only demotion
can provide reasonable profits, and this is a challenge that should be addressed beforehand.
Existing parking garages have also been redesigned and repurposed to provide a new
habitat because they are underused and related to various environmental effects.9 The idea of the
repurposing building started in the parking garage of the busiest Berlin area in the 1970s. Similar
cases of repurposing buildings were observed in Paris and New York as well. The prevailing
cases increased the demand for the new structures in the replacement of the existing parking
garage. By the cumulative voice in the neighborhood, the Berlin parking garage was converted
into a kindergarten (824). This structure did not get much popularity in the entire city, but it
paved the path for reusing ancient buildings. The parking garage in Paris was converted into a
workplace, while in the US, it was replaced by condominiums. The US parking garage was
converted into a residential area with beautiful penthouses at the top of the building. All these
three cases of Berlin, Paris, and New York repurposing of the building have provided evidence
that the different old and ancient buildings can be repurposed into different buildings by using
different typologies.
China has also repurposed thousands of buildings, including commercial and industrial
buildings, into art venues. Repurposing of old buildings has made China the world's cultural
center. 10 However, the conversion of historic buildings in China has also been questioned on

9

Lee and Bapat.
Clavan, “(Re-) Making Space for a New Culture of Art: Beijing, Shanghai, Hong Kong.”
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whether it intends to promote cultural identity or is dome for economic benefits. Mass housing in
the United States showed a different perspective towards repurposing and reusing buildings. The
city of Chicago decided to demolish the high rising buildings and replaced them with pitched
roof houses to reduce racial segregation. Although skyscrapers are known to be the norm of
Chicago city, the decision to replace high-rise buildings with mixed-income buildings
demonstrated that cultural attachment is not crucial in housing. Further, the demolition and
redesign of houses in Chicago demonstrated the architectural power in deciding the state of
buildings over the community, which had remained unchanged for decades.
Although demolition and redesign rather than the repurposing of buildings in Chicago
created a new way of thinking about repurposing, it was done to address social issues in society.
For instance, it was believed that high-rise buildings represented the oppression and exclusion of
blacks; hence, there was no need to keep them. The demolition of high-rise buildings in Chicago
aimed at solving historical injustices and preventing them from reoccurring in the future.
However, it is not known whether it was done after anticipating the future based on the current
needs as required by Anderson. Repurposing of old buildings is done to promote healthcare
among the less privileged communities. Although various initiatives have been developed to
promote health among the poor neighborhoods, physical space where healthcare services can be
provided has remained the major challenge.11 Although the government may provide financial
support such as health insurance, most disadvantaged groups are typically left out, and those
covered may face other challenges such as accessibility. The challenges faced by underprivileged
communities in accessing health have attracted the attention of charitable groups. Construction
of new buildings or leasing new buildings is costly making repurposing old buildings the best
11

James K. Elrod and John L. Fortenberry, “Advancing Indigent Healthcare Services through Adaptive
Reuse: Repurposing Abandoned Buildings as Medical Clinics for Disadvantaged Populations,” BMC
Health Services Research 17, no. 4 (2017): 5–14.
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option. The development and success of Willis-Knighton Health System have proved that the
reuse and repurposing of old abandoned buildings can promote healthcare delivery among the
most disadvantaged groups. Repurposing has enabled Willis-Knighton Health System to provide
charitable care to the poor and achieved more using fewer resources. Repurposing or reusing the
existing facilities to promote healthcare is easier because it does not need many requirements.
In conclusion, the world is currently in a dystopian state, which has created a high
inequity, one in which one group lives in excesses, while the other lives in scarcity. A need to
change this situation is necessary for the success of the society as a whole and ensuring that it
does not collapse or result in social upheaval and revolution. One of the key solutions that can
reduce this inequality gap and simultaneously improve the aesthetics of the environment left by
abandoned buildings and structures is architecture. Through architecture, various abandoned
buildings were repurposed and converted into structures that would be used to improve the
environment and reduce income inequality in contemporary society. Abandoned structures can
be repurposed into fully functional buildings that can be used as homes for the refugees, public
housing for the poor, medical centers for the low-income households, or even turned into field
hospitals to treat the homeless, refugees, and other minority groups who cannot afford medical
insurance.
Furthermore, repurposing buildings through adaptive reuse has great potential of
providing a new purpose for thriving a once vibrant and busy old building by transforming its
capacity, function, and performance. The rapid population growth is putting more pressure on the
existing infrastructure, such as residential buildings, hence forcing the demolition of the
abandoned structures. Fortunately, the turnaround lies in a certain percentage of buildings, or on
the other hand, certain typologies do not require demolition because they possess the resilient
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spaces capability to stand for the next centuries, as such, they can be repurposed to meet the
current needs. Therefore, considering this category of buildings there are many functional forms
in which they can help to disperse or reduce social risks and even over short-term and long-term
opportunities such as affordable housing, centers for health services, and refuge centers. Based
on the explorations of the most adaptive reuse of the original structure with the most minimal
intervention under the unified function of the form, the next step is to apply such adaptable
structures to various kinds of functions under the unified form, then gradually becoming the
missing resilient space in the urban space, and I manifest it as the prototype of an architectural
typology.

Research on Repurposing Strategies

Old buildings and other structures will inevitably age, and their original purpose of
construction will become obsolete. With modernization that is increasing rapidly, the
construction and design of infrastructure are endlessly metamorphosing to meet the modern
demands, as the older buildings are left in the wake of change. 12 From a historical perspective,
historians may try to restore old structures to their former glory, but this will attract huge costs
making the plan improbable. An alternative concept is repurposing of the buildings through
adaptive reuse.13 The process of adaptive reuse involves retrofitting the old buildings to meet
modern demands while retaining their historic integrity.14
Most states around the world are after attaining sustainable development – well-built
structures, avoiding too many wastes by emphasizing recycling, meeting common people's basic
12

Serena Viola and Donatella Diano, “Repurposing the Built Environment: Emerging Challenges and Key
Entry Points for Future Research,” Sustainability 11, no. 17 (2019): 4669.
13
R. M. Ball, “Re Use Potential and Vacant Industrial Premises: Revisiting the Regeneration Issue in
Stoke-on-Trent,” Journal of Property Research 19, no. 2 (2002): 93–110.
14
Toby Bruce et al., “Factors Influencing the Retrofitting of Existing Office Buildings Using Adelaide, South
Australia as a Case Study,” Structural Survey, 2015.
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needs such as affordable housing, and minimal energy usage. 15 Adapting and reusing old parking
garages and other buildings stand a better chance of helping these communities to attain the
sustainable development goal. The processes of demolition and reconstruction are costly, thus
leaving adaptive reuse as the most beneficial process. Some of these benefits include
environmental, low energy costs of repurposing, and social advantage.16 Repurposing old
buildings also is one way of giving the historic buildings a glimpse of the community's past
while at the same time serving a new practical purpose in our modern surroundings. For instance,
an old parking garage may be readjusted adaptively to become an apartment complex, an old
coffee building being converted to a vibrant supermarket, or a rundown church serving as a
condominium. Therefore, a repurposing project can invigorate a city by meeting the changing
needs of the city community.
Taking an economical perspective of repurposing old buildings instead of lacrimation and
building new structures will be significant for this study to be conducted. In this approach, the
various antecedents of repurposing old commercial buildings and parking garages will be
explored to substantiate. To understand the significance of adaptive reuse it is essential to
pinpoint the reasons behind the abandonment of these buildings, repurposing motivations, object
agency, and social influences. All these antecedents narrow down to two paradigms, parking
garages, and industrial buildings, which both at some time in the past mushroomed cities around
the globe as an indicator of industrial and technological revolutions.
Subsequently, the key factor underlying the abandonment of these structures is mainly
environmental problems that were experienced by the world, for instance, the climate crisis,
better transit downtowns which caused the use of personal cars to be redundant and people opted
15

Michael F. Hein and Katie D. Houck, “Construction Challenges of Adaptive Reuse of Historical Buildings
in Europe,” International Journal of Construction Education and Research 4, no. 2 (2008): 115–31.
16
Peter A. Bullen, “Adaptive Reuse and Sustainability of Commercial Buildings,” Facilities, 2007.
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for public transport resulting in the reduction of automobiles in cities, and the restructuring of
cities making car accessibility to parking garages challenging. Therefore, the unused or
underused parking spaces and garages provide a better opportunity to adaptively reuse the space
and structures for setting up residential apartments. More importantly, both parking garages and
industrial buildings are almost identical in terms of structural forms that are inspiring to the
project design phases like ramps, vertical circulation, and material construction techniques.
Several strategies are required to repurpose the ancient buildings in a sustainable
structure. Several ways can be used to reinforce the old structure and make it safer. Several
incidents can be found in history where buildings could not withstand the seismic forces and fell
due to earthquakes. In the US, good building codes are applied to repurposing buildings. These
codes are often lacking in the developing world. Several countries in the world do not have
specific building codes that independent groups develop to make ancient buildings safe. While
repurposing the old building, a proper inspection is required to apply the building codes.
The biggest problem for the old buildings during the earthquake is the masonry without
adequate bracing. The masonry structure of the older buildings consists of a brick structure
without any reinforcing steel in it. It is not possible to tear down and replace all the buildings
because it is a difficult economic reality to face. All buildings are different and require a different
seismic solution for sustainability. Before applying the seismic solution to the older buildings, it
is required to determine the strength and weakness of the buildings. The best solution to make
the ancient buildings sustainable is to place shock-absorbent material in the columns and
foundations. In the process of repurposing the older buildings, new support beams and columns
are required. For instance, Shock-Crete is applied in older buildings to increase their strength. It
is a process in which a layer of steel rods and concrete is applied to the existing walls of the
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building. Shock-Crete is the solution to maintain the strength of many masonry structures in the
developing world. It is a costly process to add seismic-resistant material in the old buildings. So
it is difficult for developing countries to afford this process. But the cost of the lives of the
people is much higher than this cost.

III. Design Part I
Site Selections

The red dots in the Image [1] map show different types of parking lots under the
operation of Nihon Parking Corporation. It shows a distribution of parking spaces centered on
Tokyo and spreading to the surrounding areas. Depending on the density of land use, and how
early the area is developed, there are three forms of parking lots: flat parking lots, mechanical
multi-story car parks, and self-propelled multi-story car parks. The first part of this project is to
select five representative garages and carry out pragmatic visions of repurposing resilient spaces.
The flat parking lot does not have an actual completed building, so it is not in the scope of
repurposing discussion.
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Image [1]

In the other two types of parking types, the parking garages are selected according to the
characteristics of the area where they are located, the type of parking space, and the number of
parking spaces that can be accommodated as shown in Image [2]. The repurposing aims to
transform various parking units into spaces for urban residents, corresponding to the type of
housing that will be converted from capsule living unit to multifamily housing to a larger scale,
which can be seen in soviet style communal apartment, where the whole residential building
contains A mixed-use residential space with offices, parks, emergency medical facilities, and
other public facilities.
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Image [2]

Repurposing Design Concept

Site [1] The first site takes an 8x10 meter mechanical parking garage that houses 34 units
for car parking in Roppongi as an experiment. By repurposing with the following strategies, it
becomes 22 residential units with maximizing the sustainable design and creates vital
connections to nature. It includes the following repurposing strategies: a. By reducing a certain
number of original parking lots, it ensures that each unit has space to breathe; b. The lifting
system that originally lifted the vehicles is reinvented for getting access to the spaces; c.
Partitions created with sustainable material and favorable for plant growth; d. Even in the most
limited space, surrendering the bond between humans and other creatures is not a choice, thus a
semi-outdoor space is built in addition to the original structure, attempting to eliminate the
discrepancy between the built environment and the human need for close contact with the natural
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world. e. The staggered outdoor spaces will form a new façade, marking the completion of a
resilient space repurposed from a mechanical parking garage.

Site [2] The second site is located at Toshima-Ku, which originally provides 40 parking
units. The repurposing creates 24 residential units, meanwhile reinventing an originally sealed
roof into an open green roof garden. It also attempts to provide public spaces within limited area
footage, rather than just meeting the most basic living necessities. Based on the fundamental
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repurposing strategies that were already introduced in the first project two strategies are helpful.
a. One new additional strategy is to keep only one of the original lifting systems and transform
the other one into a staircase to increase the diversity of the vertical circulation. b. And another
focus is the new roof garden and the potentiality of enjoying the cityscape that comes with it.

Site[3] The scale of this parking is a representation for repurposing becomes more
complicated and synthetic and embedded with more challenges and possibilities as well. It’s a
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mechanical multi-story car park that originally provides 113 parking lots, with two lifting
systems between four sections. The building after the repurposing will have the capacity of 64
living units, and the public spaces will no longer be limited to the outdoors. More indoor public
spaces are invented to emphasize the importance of communication, restore trust between
people, and increase the understanding of "sociality" under risks. a. There are three main types of
indoor public spaces, one is oriented by meeting functional needs; one is oriented to gathering
different types of people with common interests, and the last is a kind of communication space
for small groups. b. The original diverse spatial condition provides the chance to increase the
resilience. By squeezing out space for the construction of the staircase without abandoning the
original lifting system, it increases the diversity of the vertical building circulation.
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Site [4] The fourth project starts from a standard parking garage that is commonly seen
worldwide. This type of building is usually a simple rectangular shape, generally made of
prefabricated concrete elements, and has no superfluous parts. At the same time, there is a certain
degree of shading according to the building orientation, so that the building is both permeable
and private. The structural system makes the repurposing straightforward and efficient, which is
why during the pandemic, parking garages were often temporarily requisitioned as field
hospitals. a. The dividing line originally for the vehicle can be adopted directly as a division of
the minimal living space, but at the same time, it can be properly pushed inward to ensure that
even the smallest space possesses contact with nature. b. The enclosure of the interior space will
be redefined and the degree of the enclosure is altering according to the necessity. c. The
elevation sides without shading can be repurposed monolithically to increase the privacy of the
residents.
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Site [5] The last project is a larger parking garage which originally had a capacity of 364
vehicles, with dual ramps for vehicles’ access to the parking. Originally, orderly planning and
efficient structure were the core design of multi-level car parking. But the repurposing is beyond
the efficiency, and considering the space creation and reclaiming the right to the urban space.
And following strategies are taken for achieving this goal: a. First of all, without the need for
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vehicle passage, the original ramp becomes a configuration beyond solving the height difference,
and the staggered and varying heights of the steps increase the diversity of functions allowing
different activities to take place. b. A certain percentage of space is kept open and undivided or
divided in an interactive system to ensure meeting needs in case of a large public crisis. c. Linear
addition built on the original structure with the vertical circulation creates the experience of
camouflaging the urban space. d. Turning the roof into an outdoor playground has become a
fundamental strategy e. Yet the feature in this project is the addition of a giant roof allowing for a
certain degree of protection to the outdoor activities on the roof floor, thus ensuring and
encouraging creating connections with nature and other forms of life.
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Conclusion of Five Parking Repurposing Projects
● Characteristics of the resilient spaces by repurposing: The alteration was done with the
original one parking size of 5.3m by 1.9m as a basic living unit, and a variety of
arrangements within this unit. Regardless of the arrangement, the following
characteristics are ensured: 1. The basic needs of living are met 2. The definition of
resilient space is met, i.e. it is convenient to change the size of the space and to meet
different functions under different spatial division 3. The building materials are used as
sustainably as possible 4. The resilient space is a carrier of people and nature, and the
division line between interior and exterior should be blurred and integrated. Be blurred
and integrated.
● Corresponding to the actual type of housing: each repurposing parking corresponds to
one existing type of housing. Site [1] corresponds to the vertical single-family housing.
Site [2] corresponds to the multi-family housing also in a vertical stack. Site [3] is closer
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to a modern apartment, providing the basic living conditions while also focusing on the
creation of entertainment space and spiritual space. Site [4] and [5] are modern
apartments with the addition of public spaces that can be shifted among workspaces,
institutional spaces, and medical spaces.
● A result that is not designed, but will exist with the repurposing projects: From the urban
scale, the location of the parking lot itself is based on the distribution of demand for
parking facilities, but also reflects the walking distance to other functional areas in the
vicinity, and the matching of the surrounding environment. The resilient space
repurposed from the parking lot is a grid node-like presence to the urban net. Therefore,
the resilience of the urban space is enhanced with these resilient nodes having the
capability of reacting to future risks.
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IV. Design Part II
Concluding the methodology that was refined with the five repurposing projects which
are relatively applicable for different structures and by categorizing them, a protocol was created
for repurposing different structures and satisfying different needs. The second part of the thesis
examines whether or how this protocol could be applied to other building typologies that are
facing anticipated abandonments. To pick one of the most exciting experiments to apply the
repurposing protocol in Tokyo, it would be the Tokyo Tower, a place that loads the projection
and reliance of the collective memory from generation to generation.
The Tokyo Tower, built-in 1958 as a telecommunication building has become a collective
memory for several generations in Japan. Japan, as an island country, is congenitally endowed
with relatively scarce resources. While reaching the same height as Eiffel Tower, Tokyo Tower is
half the weight of it, perhaps due to the optimization of the structure. But the fact that 1/3 of
Tokyo Tower was made of us tanks damaged in the Korean War is ironclad proof of Japan's lack
of resources. When the Tokyo Tower was completed, Tokyo had just recovered from the war, and
the entire city was filled with bungalows or low-rise buildings, with few tall buildings and
skyscrapers in sight. From the point of view of resilience, it is the symbol of Japan's rapid
economic recovery after WWII. But it does not apply to all the fields.
For example, In original novel Gozilla (A representative of Japanese kaijū movie, which
can translate to “strange beast”, a typical genre of films featuring giant monsters attacking cities),
embedded with a metaphor for the complex relationship between the United States and Japan,
Gozilla attacks not the Tokyo Tower, but the Kokkai Gijidō. The decision to switch the target of
Gozilla's attack to the Tokyo Tower was made by Toho, the film company that produced the
movie. The reason for this was that the film companies were fearful of the coming of the
television age, fearing that it would lead to a box office crash and that movies would become a
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declining industry, and the Tokyo Tower happened to symbolize the dawn of the television age,
as the enemy of the film version of Mothra was transformed into the Tokyo Tower.

Similarly, Tokyo Tower is faced with a risk at the moment. The Sky-tree, completed in
2012, has not only replaced the Tokyo Tower in terms of telecommunication and the observation
of the city but also has a more comprehensive and diverse program that results in the fact that the
visitor number of Sky Tree per year is nearly twice of the Tokyo Tower. The disparity of
economic benefits is much wider. Even then, the Japanese government uses a large amount of
material to repaint Tokyo Tower every five years, and the process takes a full year each time. So
I re imagine a Tokyo tower with repurposed programs using protocols obtained from Part 1 and
ultimately aim at reactivating the structure, live on in another way, and photo montaging the
memories with new generations under risks. Compared to the repurposing projects in the first
part, which are at the pragmatic end of the spectrum, the repurposing of the Tokyo tower is a
utopian vision. Moreover, the repurposing of Tokyo Tower is an experiment to build a vertical
resilient space in contrast to the horizontal resilient urban net established with the parking
repurposing in Part1. It is also interesting to note that the program on the top floor of the parking
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garages is inverted to the lower part of the tower, while those for small-scale parking for parking
repurposing are more suitable for the reprogramming part at the top of the tower.

V. Conclusion
In conclusion, the architectural design should not be hijacked by the marketplace, the
industrial production. The architecture field is placed in a paradoxical dilemma of being pressed
into the acquisition and exploitation, meanwhile, the designers claim that they are creating a
sustainable future. Whether in metropolises or small cities and towns, vehicles are provided with
houses in the best locations, however, most people in Tokyo live in a space that is just about the
same size. What’s worse is that people under real threats, such as natural disasters in Japan, can
only be housed in rural areas, gradually being isolated from society, and being trapped in a
vicious cycle where they can only keep asking for help and losing independence. So, since we
want to encourage the reduction of vehicle use in responding to climate change, and we also try
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to use new technologies to replace vehicles or maybe there are new modes of transportation，I
propose to convert the surplus garage spaces to accommodate the people under risks. And apply
the repurposing protocols to different building typologies that are in between [being used &
abandoned]. By doing so, it will largely decrease the construction material waste, and will
establish a 3-dimensional resilient urban space.
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